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ABSTRACT
The growing number of Small Launch Vehicles (SLV) will lower the cost of space access in the coming years, but
many challenges remain for CubeSats. CubeSats still have the concerns and obstacles as a secondary payload on a
larger rocket as they do on a small rocket such as desired orbital location and constellation phasing without using
on-board propulsion or time-consuming differential drag.
Many of these challenges can be met using the Small Launch Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle (SL-OMV). The SLOMV is a propulsive adapter that can be used to distribute CubeSat payloads with different orbital parameters than
the primary payload or each CubeSat with a different orbital destination.
The SL-OMV is designed with small launch vehicle systems in mind including using low-cost platform avionics,
composites structures, modular payload accommodations, and green propellant for non-Hydrazine operations.
The development and first flight SL-OMV is funded jointly by Moog and the United Kingdom Satellite & Launch
Program (UKSLP) and is scheduled for launch in 2023 from a new launch site from SaxaVord in the Shetland
Islands off the coast of Scotland14. Moog has extensive component heritage, but this is Moog’s first fully integrated
space vehicle leveraging both US and UK design and production expertise.
INTRODUCTION

space community while leveraging hardware and
technologies that are being developed for this market as
well.
The design reflects this market input in
performance, capabilities, modularity, and cost.

The Moog Small Launch Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle
(SL-OMV) is a propulsive small satellite launch adapter
designed for use on small launch vehicles, particularly
those of the 300 kg to LEO class. The SL-OMV
provides the ability to deploy payloads at different
orbits which is critical for payloads from different
customers (i.e. rideshare) or payloads from the same
customer that require constellation phasing or even a
combination of the two. This furthers the investment
made in the small launch vehicles themselves and
allows for mixed manifest with a variety of customers
or end users.

Moog sees the SL-OMV as a complimentary
technology to the Small Launch Vehicle (SLV) market
and greatly enhances the utility of low-cost access to
LEO. The SL-OMV and potential future variants can
allow for easier space access beyond LEO.
Recent funding from the UK Space Agency (UKSA)
Spaceflight Programme initiative provides an
opportunity for multiple launch vehicles and launch
sites to be developed preparing the UK for domestic
launch beginning in the 2020’s. This is seen as a key
compliment to the existing market and capabilities
within the UK and provides the last step to having an
“end to end” space economy in the UK

The SL-OMV is a turnkey solution that can be
leveraged on several different launch vehicles, both
existing, and in development. The system is designed
to be mass and cost efficient and includes a Green
Propulsion system enabling launches from Spaceports
and other facilities that do not have hazardous payload
processing capabilities. Moog has been developing the
SL-OMV based on market input from across the global
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HOW SLV’S ARE CHANGING LAUNCH
With smaller launch vehicles in development, it is
finally an option for a small satellite, or constellation of
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CubeSats, to purchase most of the a launch vehicle’s
capacity and benefit from greater influence over the
schedule, drop-off location, and even the orbit
parameters as compared to a “hitchhiker” payload.

showing 64% will be for Earth Observation, Remote
Sensing, and Communications. The largest class of
these payloads will be in the 3U or 6U range with 6U
growing as capability and costs are balanced5.

Many of the new, commercial spacecraft companies
require anywhere from one to hundreds of spacecraft to
meet their data collection goals and often require
constellation refreshes at a regular rate. Unlike
rideshare opportunities, which are sporadic and vary
widely in cost per kilogram, a small launch vehicle can
offer dedicated launch at a regular cadence.

Role of the SL-OMV
Although the luxury of being the primary customer on a
launch affords many privileges, small launch customers
competing in the new space market cannot afford to
waste launch capacity. New ways to optimize the
capability of an SLV is required. The SL-OMV or
multiple SL-OMVs can serve several different mission
types as shown in Figure 1. In some cases multiple
mission types can be performed in a single launch
providing flexibility.

More Options for Small Satellites
The rapid growth of small satellite industry has led to
an equally rapid growth in the Small Launch Vehicle
market. SLV systems in development range from
4-5 kg capacity up to 500 kg (or greater) capacity.
There are over 100 systems in development (or were in
development), with at least 48 of them still active in the
last year, in addition to heritage existing systems like
Pegasus XL and Minotaur1,2,9,12,13. In the last few years
new entrants like Rocket Lab’s Electron and Virgin
Orbit’s LauncherOne have become operational13. Other
launch vehicles particularly the ABL RS1 are scheduled
to become operational in in the early 2020’s as well.

For this reason, the SL-OMV has been designed to be
compatible with the new class of Small Launchers and
existing small launch systems such as the Pegasus and
the Minotaur family. The SL-OMV design has been
assessed for launch on the Rocket Lab Electron, Firefly
Alpha, and ABL RS1 in addition to the Virgin Orbit
LauncherOne with slight modifications.
For SLVs such as Rocket Lab’s Electron, the SL-OMV
would be the primary passenger. Whereas on vehicles,
such as Virgin Orbit LauncherOne, Orbex Prime,
Firefly Alpha, ABL RS1, Northrop Grumman Pegasus
XL or a Minotaur vehicle the SL-OMV could be placed
under a primary passenger in a similar fashion to the
ESPA ring on the NSSL-class rockets. The design and
form factor of the SL-OMV also allows for launch on
traditional NSSL-class rockets using a Moog ESPA
Grande or similar adapter. This is not the primary
launch method but a consideration to maximize the
launch options.

The lower capacity SLV are aimed towards CubeSatclass payloads where one launch may carry only one or
two payloads. In the case of TROPICS due to the
unique orbit three full Astra Rocket 3.3 SLVs are used
to launch a total of six 3U CubeSats despite the launch
vehicle having a capability much greater than that 15.
Many of the vehicles have a 200 kg to 400 kg throw
mass and even with an “ESPA Class” payload of
180 kg there is additional capacity for small payloads
such as CubeSats. Even existing launch vehicles are
updated to increase performance such as Rocket Lab
increasing their Electron capability from 150 kg to 200
kg to a reference orbit or a 33% increase primarily
through battery enhancements16. This capacity also
allows for a cluster of small payloads which enables an
entire constellation to be launched at once. Some of
these launch vehicles are initially planning for launch
rates of 20-30 per year with Virgin Orbit’s
LauncherOne3 or even up to once a week with Rocket
Lab’s Electron4.
This capability is important as estimates show over
1200 small payloads between 1-50 kg will be launched
from 2022-2024. CubeSats are transitioning from
technology demonstration platforms to critical assets as
part of commercial business models and even military
applications. From 2015-2019 41% of the launched
small payloads were for scientific or technology
purposes whereas the forecast from 2020-2024 is
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Figure 1: SL-OMV Use Cases
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SL-OMV AND LAUNCH FROM THE UK

Dimensions and Mass

Moog in partnership with Lockheed Martin and the
UKSA, announced the first scheduled launch of its
SL-OMV on July 17, 2018 as part of the UK
Spaceflight Programme10. The SL-OMV’s maiden
voyage will launch in 2023 from the SaxaVord
spaceport, in the Shetland Islands on an ABL RS1
launch vehicle14. There are several program
dependencies that are continually managed which
makes the first quarter of 2023 more favorable,
including the launch vehicle and spaceport maturation
and license application approvals. Lockheed Martin,
the prime contractor for UKSA’s Spaceflight
Programme, is the launch provider responsible for
payload integration and launch service. The Moog
operation in Reading, UK will perform final integration
and test of the SL-OMV while leveraging the local
supply chain.

The SL-OMV structure has a nominal height of 24” and
a diameter of 24”. With six (6) payload dispensers
attached, the vehicle measures approximately 40”
across. This allows for accommodation in SLVs from
the Rocket Lab Electron size and larger.

The UKSA announced several other grants and
initiatives related to launch including multiple other
launch sites and launch vehicles11. Other providers
such as Astra and Virgin Orbit have separately
announced plans to launch from the UK as well17,18.
The SL-OMV is designed to be compatible with several
launch vehicles including both horizontal and vertical
launch. Currently the SL-OMV is capable of being
launched on each of the options as part of this grant
funding ensuring maximum utility of the SL-OMV.
Additionally the SL-OMV design is being assessed to
maximize the supply chain and domestic capabilities
from within the UK making this a truly indigenous
capability that can support both UK and commercial
missions.

Figure 3: SL-OMV View
The limited mass of the current small launch vehicles
requires that the SL-OMV be as light as possible. In
total, the wet mass of the vehicle is approximately
76 kg, including approximately up to 17 kg of green
propellant with a nominal flight load of 13 kg. With a
full complement of 6x6U CubeSats and dispensers (~90
kg), the vehicle is approximately 166 kg (varies based
on payload and dispenser masses). The maximum
propellant mass of 17 kg can be reduced as needed by
the mission and launch vehicle capacity. Table 1 shows
how these values breakdown over the whole system.
Table 1:

SL-OMV CAPABILITY SUMMARY
The key characteristics of the SL-OMV system are a
lightweight, composite cylinder adapter, a green
propulsion system, a fixed solar array, and the
flexibility to mount multiple kinds of payload adapters.
Figure 2 shows the SL OMV block diagram. The key
vehicle properties are highlighted here, with further
detail on the vehicle’s subsystems and mission
scenarios presented later in the paper.

Subsystem

Mass (Current Best
Estimate) kg

Vehicle Dry Mass

62.7

Propellant

13.0

Vehicle Wet Mass

75.7

Payload

90.1

TOTAL

165.8

Capabilities
The SL-OMV is capable of on-orbit operations
nominally up to 12 months, allowing the vehicle to
deploy satellites over longer periods of time than a
typical upper stage of just a few hours or stay on-orbit
to act as a hosted payload platform once payloads have
been deployed. The propulsive capability of the
SL-OMV varies based on the satellite and dispenser
mass, total amount of propellant, and sequence
payloads are deployed. The system has >200 m/s
capability but can be greater based on the payload

Figure 2: SL-OMV Block Diagram
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SL-OMV Mass Breakdown
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deployment sequence and required attitude control
accuracy and mission duration.

payload carrying capability providing nearly a 50%
mass reduction from the standard dispenser (see Figure
5). The SL-OMV system can accommodate other
dispenser designs including circular or multi-point
mounting systems.

The SL-OMV uses propulsion for attitude control, so
level of attitude control required coupled with the
amount of propellant onboard is the primary limiting
factor for mission duration. For loitering or other times
when precise pointing is not needed the attitude control
can drift +/- 10 deg to allow for enough energy
collection from the Sun with minimal beta angle cosine
losses and minimal propellant consumption. Figure 4
shows the approximate thruster usage and
corresponding beta angle. This allows for up to
12 months of operation while still maintaining an
appreciable amount of propellant for mission
operations.

Figure 5: Maverick Mercury 6 Dispenser
SL-OMV SYSTEM DETAILS
The SL-OMV system is very similar to a small satellite,
but with a much greater emphasis on low cost and low
mass hardware, often derived from the growing
expertise within the CubeSat community. The overall
system must be cost competitive enough relative to the
cost of dedicated launch vehicles and mass efficient due
to the 200-400 kg to LEO capacity of the target launch
vehicles all while being as reliable as the launch vehicle
or more so.
Figure 4: SL-OMV Pointing Budget (+/- 10 deg)
The SL-OMV as currently configured would not be a
candidate for any mission requiring constant pointing
(e.g. Nadir pointing) or precision pointing as only
thrusters are used, but can be used to host payloads
increasing their technology readiness level (TRL)
Payload Interface Options
Many different payload configurations can be achieved
by swapping dispensers. The overall structure has been
designed to allow for various dispensers and separation
systems without changing the core structure. This
includes the Planetary Systems Corp. (PSC) 6U
dispenser6 or optimized designs like the Maverick
Mercury-6 dispenser8. Moog worked closely with
Maverick in design and qualification of this system
comprised of lightweight materials to optimize the
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Figure 6: SL-OMV View (Structure Hidden)
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C&DH and EPS Systems
The core technology for this vehicle is based on
Moog’s extensive spacecraft avionics experience. A
system typically used on larger and higher reliability
spacecraft has been scaled to meet the mission
requirements. This allows a solution with extensive
heritage but to be in a form factor and cost range
appropriate for this type of mission. Figure 7 shows a
block diagram of the Main Avionics Controller (MAC)
I/O and all the elements that interface with the MAC.
The MAC contains the Electric Power System (EPS)
controls that performs all power conditioning and
switching in addition to hosting the flight computer that
performs all Command and Data Handling (C&DH)
and Guidance Navigation and Control (GNC) aspects.
The MAC was a new development with the SL-OMV
its first flight mission. The MAC leverages existing
avionics boards packaged to reduce the overall
mass/volume (Figure 8). The MAC can use existing 3U
Single Board Computers (SBC) through an expansion
port. The SL-OMV leverages the TRL 9 Ajeet SBC
that has been flying in GEO for four years (Figure 9).

Figure 9: MAC Components
Power
A further advantage of utilized small spacecraft
avionics and sensors is the low power draw of the
components. This feeds directly into the sizing of the
solar array and the ability to fit it within the small area
available on the top of the SL-OMV (see Figure 6).
This fixed array simplifies the overall power system
design by eliminating the need for deployment systems
or actuators.
The current flight model has been delivered from AACClyde Space in Scotland and is awaiting installation
(see Figure 10). If a fixed array is not enough power
for the required mission a deployable array option
based on deployable CubeSat solar arrays is available.

Figure 7: MAC I/O Block Diagram

Figure 8: MAC Assembled Configuration
Figure 10: SL-OMV Flight Model Solar Array
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The SL-OMV utilizes an existing battery from ABSL,
which has been qualified and produced for next
generation launch vehicles. The battery was selected
based on SL-OMV power needs as well as it being a
low-cost COTS solution. It is sized to accommodate
the operation of the SL-OMV. The battery is sized to
provide enough energy to perform a typical transfer
maneuver on battery power alone (e.g. 100 km orbit
change). Upon completion of the burn, the SL-OMV
would orient itself sun-pointing and recharge the
battery. This process can be repeated as needed for
subsequent burns and maneuvers.

Thermal
The thermal control subsystem is the typical coldbiased design where the waste heat from the various
component is part of the overall design. As the
SL-OMV and its components are always powered
excess heat is more of a concern (see Figure 12).
Radiator ‘fins’ were added to the external structure to
provide a radiative heat path for maintaining the MAC
operational temperatures. Multi-Layered Insulation
(MLI), sourced from Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
(RAL) in Harwell, UK, is used in addition to other
typical thermal treatments.

The avionics are designed to have very low power draw
and the largest power draw during operation is that of
the thrusters during the pre-heat and firing. This
provides the largest power draw on the system and is
accounted for as part of the burn planning to include
recharge orbits as necessary. Figure 11 shows this with
peaks corresponding to thruster burns so orbit average
power has to be accounted for over several orbits.

Figure 12: SL-OMV Thermal Analysis
Structure
Moog developed a custom composite cylinder structure
that supports the SL-OMV payload elements and any
additional payloads located on top of the adapter as
required (see Figure 13).

Figure 11: SL-OMV Example Power Budget
Guidance, Navigation, and Control
The baseline SL-OMV GNC subsystem is designed for
on-orbit maneuvering and payload deployments. The
basic missions of this CubeSat tug can be completed
with a minimally complex system consisting of
thrusters, GPS receiver, a single optical head star
tracker, sun sensors, and redundant Inertial
Measurement Units (IMU). The design leverages
components used in CubeSat and Small Satellite
missions. These components were sourced from the
UK, the US, and Europe.

Figure 13: SL-OMV External Structure - CAD
The structure uses traditional carbon fiber elements and
manufacturing techniques, reducing development risk
and costs. These structures are commonplace in space
applications including many launch vehicle structures
being made from similar materials. This reduces both
the mass and perceived risk to SLV providers.

For extended missions with fine pointing requirements,
reaction wheels can be added and a second star tracker
may be included depending on the agility required.
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Propulsion

This was identified as a key capability to be sourced
from the UK. UK suppliers have a rich history of
building carbon fiber composite structures for a variety
of
high-tech
applications
(aircraft,
racecars,
boats/yachts, etc…) but a limited number of suppliers
for space applications. Following the dissolution of
Moog’s primary structure provider, Pentaxia in Derby,
UK, was selected. Figure 14 shows the final delivered
external structure with the metallic adapters to interface
with the CubeSat dispensers.

A major element of the SL-OMV is its on-board
propulsion system.
Moog leveraged a flexible
propulsion system designed to be compatible with
Hydrazine. However, baselined the green propellant
LMP-103S that has been successfully deployed on the
Planet SkySat-C constellation. The ability to use a
green propellant as part of the baseline design is a
critical enabler to this particular system as many of the
target launch vehicles will not include Hydrazine
processing as part of their standard service. A simple
blowdown system with six 1N engines are used to
provide 3 Degrees of Freedom (3DOF) control (see
Figure 16 and Figure 17).

Figure 14: SL-OMV External Structure – Actual
Figure 15 shows the internal structure. The internally
mounted components are supported by an internal
frame structure as mounting typically ‘square’ boxes to
a cylinder added manufacturing challenges. This
internal structure is only supporting the components
and not primary load path or the CubeSat payloads so
can still be fairly light weight. A study performed after
the design was complete showed that an all metallic
hexagonal or octagonal structure could potentially be
lower total mass and is a consideration for future
programs.

Figure 16: SL-OMV Propulsion System Schematic

Figure 17: SL-OMV Propulsion System

Figure 15: SL-OMV Internal Structure/Harnessing
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Launch vehicle and spacecraft propulsion system
containing hydrazine or other hazardous propellants
require additional design, test, qualification, and
operational considerations to ensure hardware and
personnel safety. In many cases this drives costlier
system designs. Green propellants allow for a “singlefault tolerant” designs that can reduce overall life cycle
costs including reduced component count, system
testing, and lower cost manufacturing techniques such
as flared tubing and mechanical fittings instead of allwelded systems that have 100% radiographic (X-Ray)
inspection requirements for hypergolic systems7.

System Integration and Test (I&T)
The SL-OMV is designed to be modular to both aide in
ease of assembly but also to accommodate module
assembly at different locations in the US and UK. Due
to the specialized nature of propulsion that module will
be assembled and tested at a site that specializes in
propulsion at Cheltenham, UK. The structure was
fabricated by a composite manufacturing site and
shipped for integration and test. Avionics, GNC,
separation system, CubeSat deployers, and power
elements were procured from existing vendors/sites and
shipped separately. All of these will be integrated and
tested in the final SL-OMV system (see Figure 19).

Spacecraft propellant tanks can be a long-lead item,
have potentially large costs, potentially leverage costly
materials like titanium, and can be difficult to modify.
Moog identified this early as both a risk and
opportunity to the program and developed a low-cost
propellant tank derived from a heritage launch vehicle
application (see Figure 18). This tank leverages a
simple piston with O-Rings to expel gas-free liquid
propellant using stainless steel construction without the
cost and complexity of a surface tension style
Propellant Management Device (PMD). This also
allowed for the cylindrical form factor that is a
challenge to meet in traditional elastomeric propellant
tanks. This new tank can be used in other applications
or sold as a standalone product providing additional
benefits to the development funding.

Figure 19: SL-OMV Major Module Integration
Mechanical Ground Support Equipment (MGSE) was
designed to support each phase of that integration
including the final configuration for vertical (see Figure
20).

Figure 18: SL-OMV Propellant Tank
The LMP-103S thruster are sourced from ECAPS in
Sweden. The various propulsion components are
sourced from Moog in the US. The final propulsion
module integration and test is performed by Nammo in
their Cheltenham, UK facility.
The team there
supported the “design for manufacturing” studies to
ensure a system designed in the US could be
manufactured in the UK without issue. This facility,
which hosts UK National Space Propulsion Facility,
was studied as a location for potential hot fire testing of
the ECAPS engines for future programs.
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Figure 20: SL-OMV MGSE
Electrical Ground Support Equipment (MGSE) was
designed to support each phase of that integration
including multiple locations was designed to compact
and easily transportable (see Figure 21).
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Islands as part of a UKSA-funded effort. Moog
leveraged both its US and UK capabilities to support
this program. Figure 24 shows all the Moog sites
directly supporting this program

Figure 21: SL-OMV EGSE
The MAC was needed for hardware/software in the
loop development and testing that occurred in the US
with the associated EGSE (see Figure 22). Export
Control regulations mean only executable source code
is allowed to be delivered from the US so all testing
including bug fixes had to be performed in the US prior
to shipment so only executable flight software was
exported. The US team then delivered the MAC and
EGSE to the UK and supported the hand off to the UK
team in March 2022.

Figure 24: Moog Sites Supporting SL-OMV
Additionally the SL-OMV design is being assessed to
maximize the supply chain and domestic capabilities
from within the UK making this a truly domestic
capability that can support both UK and commercial
missions. Several UK vendors have been selected to
support this program including propulsion system
integration and test at Nammo’s Cheltenham propulsion
facility; solar panel production from AAC Clyde Space
in Glasgow, Scotland; battery production from ABSL in
Abingdon; composite structures from Pentaxia in
Derby; NewSpace Systems, final integrated system
level testing including Environmental Testing will be
performed leveraging facilities in Harwell; and systems
engineering and integration/test support from KISPE
located in Farnborough. Overall greater than 65% of
the program is performed by UK companies or
personnel.

Figure 22: SL-OMV MAC During Development
This was the first space product produced by Moog’s
UK team in addition to being Moog’s first integrated
spacecraft (Figure 24). Many of the processes, MGSE,
EGSE, and flight software were designed with
flexibility and capability in mind reducing needed
design efforts for future missions/programs and
simplifying the I&T flow

Moog is performing integration and test of the overall
SL-OMV in 2022 with a delivery later that year.
Lockheed Martin is responsible for Payload and launch
vehicle integration although Moog will support these
phases.
Moog will perform LMP-103S green
propellant loading at the launch site prior to integration
to the launch vehicle in the new SaxaVord payload
processing complex.

Figure 23: SL-OMV in Reading Clean Room
SL-OMV AND FIRST LAUNCH FROM THE UK
As previously mentioned, the first launch of the
SL-OMV will be from SaxaVord in the Shetland
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Moog Reading
Moog assessed several options for industrialization
within the UK to support this program and determined
leveraging an existing site provided the lowest cost and
fastest option. Moog has an existing site in Reading,
UK (see Figure 25) that primarily manufactures and
integrates
assemblies
for
the
industrial,
aircraft/rotorcraft, and military ground vehicle
industries. The SL-OMV is their first space project but
despite having experience from terrestrial applications
their capabilities and existing infrastructure we well
suited for the SL-OMV program. The site proximity to
Harwell was another advantage. By leveraging an
existing site, Moog did not need to duplicate and
standup all the infrastructure associated with a
production facility such as procurement, program
management, engineering, shipping/receiving, and all
the processes and procedures associated with that. As
Reading’s primary business involves manufacturing,
assembly, and test of mechanical/electronic assemblies
much of the needed equipment and skills were already
present.

Figure 26: Moog Reading Expansion Area

Figure 27: Moog Reading Clean Room
CONCLUSIONS
The launch vehicle industry is slowly catching up to the
evolving market of small satellites. SLVs are on the
verge of providing regular access to space for
spacecraft in the 200-400 kg class of vehicle. Rather
than take a breath and wait years or even decades for
the launch market to meet the specific needs of
CubeSats, an interim solution can be created in parallel
with the emerging SLV market. Moog’s proposed
solution, the SL-OMV, can enable on-orbit placement
of large commercial and government constellations that
have recently become financially viable due to the
small satellite revolution.

Figure 25: Moog Reading Site Layout
Fortunately the existing Reading facility had a large
unused portion of the building that allowed for
expansion of this new space business without impacting
the existing business.
This expansion area is
approximately a 25% increase in the existing site
capabilities (see Figure 26). This area was outfitted to
support the SL-OMV integration and test along with
any future space products.

The UKSA Spaceflight Programme grant funding will
further accelerate this and make it possible for the
SL-OMV to be demonstrated in orbit having been
launched from the UK including system integration and
test in the UK. As the SL-OMV is compatible with
multiple launch options that could originate from the
UK there are several opportunities to leverage this
innovative technology.

One new capability added to the Reading facility is a
standalone ISO Class 8 (Class 100,000) clean room
designed and fabricated by a UK vendor (see Figure
27). The current clean room will be 46 m2 total
footprint but can easily be expanded as needed to
support future parallel production or other efforts
related to the SL-OMV. Both investments were made
by Moog in support of both the SL-OMV and
commitment to supporting the UK space industry.
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